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SYNOPSIS:
Peer review of the death investigation conducted by Castle Rock PD on HOLLY MOORE

ACTION TAKEN:
Castle Rock Police Department requested the Colorado Bureau of Investigation to conduct a peer
review on the death investigation of HOLLY MOORE.  They provided multiple CD’s and a thumb
drive of investigative work products.  The information included police reports, scene photographs, 911
call information, and coroner reports.  It also included a letter from the 18th Judicial District Attorney’s
Office and correspondence with Ms. MOORE’s family. In addition to criminal justice agency generated
documentation, I was provided a file of Ms. MOORE’s death collected by her father, RAY MOORE,
which included private investigator photographs of the scene, audio recordings of interviews conducted
by private investigators, a second opinion of the autopsy conducted by an independent forensic
pathologist, fragments of text messages, person of interest assessments and letters to the coroner’s
office and Castle Rock PD personnel.  I reviewed all documentation provided by Mr. MOORE.  

911 CALL:

The first action taken was an analysis of the 911 call.  I have received specialized training in identifying
call behaviors related to callers reporting a homicide.  Based on research, an estimated 20-30% of 911
callers are the perpetrator or have guilty knowledge of who committed the homicide.  Ms. MOORE’s
roommate, , called 911 to report finding Ms. MOORE deceased in her bedroom of
their shared apartment.   had no indicators of guilt, only indicators of an innocent caller.
 It should be noted the analysis is not considered evidence, but only indicators of behavior.  

SCENE AND AUTOPSY:

A review of the scene photographs from the CSPD and from the coroner’s office was conducted as well
and reading all the police reports.  From the photographs, I was interested to see why Ms. MOORE’s
left arm was bent across her torso.  Later, I was given access to photographs from the coroner’s office
that showed two of Ms. MOORE’s fingers must have been under some of the wire wrapped around her
neck.  

A review of the autopsy report and coroner’s office investigator notes were obtained and reviewed. 
The autopsy report was written by Regional Medical Examiner and Forensic Pathology Consultant,
JAMES WILKERSON, IV, M.D., P.C.  Dr. WILKERSON’s findings reported the cause of death as
asphyxia by hanging and the manner of death as suicide.  The body of the report noted during the
external examination, there was no evidence of manual strangulation seen.  During the internal
examination, Dr. WILKERSON reported the hyoid bone, thyroid cartilage and the cricoid cartilage
were intact.  

On March 7, 2015, Dr. WILKERSON was advised Ms. MOORE’s family was alleging her death was a
homicide.  Dr. WILKERSON responded the ligature furrow on Ms. MOORE’s neck is a solid furrow
and there were slip markings on the right side of her neck which are consistent with suicide hanging. 
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The ligature furrow “tents” upwards, also consistent with a suicide hanging.  Dr. WILKERSON stated
there was no trauma to Ms. MOORE’s face, head or other parts of her body.  He noted there was no
evidence of a struggle and there were no markings at the ligature sight from the decedent trying to pull
on the ligature.  Ms. MOORE’s bedroom and closet also showed no signs of a struggle (based on scene
photos, her bed was neatly made and nothing appeared disturbed in the closet).  

An independent autopsy was conducted by a forensic pathologist hired by the MOORE family.  The
pathologist noted a defect to Ms. MOORE’s right collarbone as possible evidence of an assault and
subsequent homicide, theorizing her broken collarbone would make it impossible for Ms. MOORE to
use her right arm to wrap the wire around her neck.  The coroner’s office WILKERSON responded that
both collarbones were cut to remove the chest plate for autopsy.  The x-ray of Ms. MOORE’s chest
shows defects to both collarbones.  In media interviews the independent pathologist said she has never
seen collarbones cut for that purpose and said the procedure was not noted in the original pathologist
report.  

The independent pathologist also had concerns about the furrow marks in Ms. MOORE’s neck left by
the cord/wire around her neck.  Dr. WILKERSON covered the furrow issue in his discussion with
personnel from the coroner’s office.  

In media accounts of the case, KDVR Fox television network contacted retired forensic pathologist Dr.
MICHAEL DOBERSON.  In an article posted on crimefeed.com, it was stated Dr. DOBERSON
“concurred with the private doctor’s findings regarding the nature of HOLLY’s injuries, saying: ‘I think
a police investigation is certainly warranted to fill in the gaps that appear to be in this case.”

I called Dr. DOBERSON and discussed the case with him.  He recalled reviewing the photographs and
autopsy report.  He recalled one of the issues was related to Ms. MOORE’s collarbone.  He said the
collarbone was “an artifact of the autopsy”, which happens a lot of times.  Dr. DOBERSON said he
said he referred Fox reporter HEIDI HEMMET to contact Dr. WILKERSON to ask him if the
collarbones were cut during the autopsy.

I asked Dr. DOBERSON if he recalled the ligature marks on Ms. MOORE’s neck.  He said he thought
the marks were consistent with being suspended or hanging, not strangulation.  He remembered the
marks moved upwards on one side of Ms. MOORE’s neck, again consistent with hanging.  

I discussed Dr. DOBERSON with the theory I had of Ms. MOORE’s body positioning in the closet.  I
suggested based on the length of wire and the height of the closet rod, Ms. MOORE would have to be
on her knees and either slouch down or lean forward.  Since her legs were relatively straight, I asked if
it would make sense for Ms. MOORE to have been leaning forward.  It would create a more horizontal
furrow and explain the straightness of the legs in rigor.  Dr. DOBERSON said the marks on the neck,
and the blanching of lividity on Ms. MOORE’s knees would be consistent with her leaning forward,
and it was his opinion of her positioning as well.  I referred back to the interview with 
for any mention of how Ms. MOORE was positioned when he found her, but it only said he found her
“hanging.”
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Dr. DOBERSON concurred with the findings of Dr. WILKERSON, not the independent forensic
pathologist hired by the MOORE family. 

Noted in scene photographs was a pink tank top with blood stains on it in a clothes hamper located in
Ms. MOORE’s bathroom.  It was theorized the top was worn when Ms. MOORE was strangled and
removed post mortem.  I believe there is at least one explanation since there was no evidence of injuries
from an assault on Ms. MOORE’s body.  There is a cut noted on the left thigh of Ms. MOORE.  Two
knives were found in a bathroom drawer and a knife is in the photo to the right of Ms. MOORE in the
photo of the writing on her leg.  Ms. MOORE makes a reference to breaking a streak of three months in
a text message to .  It is possible Ms. MOORE was referring to cutting herself for the first
time in three months and the top was used to stop the bleeding from what appears to be a rather
superficial cut on her leg.  

A search of Ms. MOORE’s bedroom by private investigators was documented by photographs that I
received from CRPD.  One photograph was of the fitted sheet on Ms. MOORE’s; the photo reflected
what appeared to be a blood stain on the left side of the bed as one would be facing the bed.  It is
unknown how long the stain was on the sheet and there are multiple explanations for the presence of
blood on that area of the sheet/bed.  

The private investigators used alternative light sources in the bedroom and identified multiple stains on
the carpet of the bedroom.  I didn’t find any information in the documentation I was provided on
whether the stains were biological or other sources.  Again, there are multiple explanations for the
origin of the stains.   

Scene photos indicated Ms. MOORE was taking prescription drugs  (pill
bottles located in her bedroom).  Toxicology reports from the post mortem examination showed she
had amounts of the prescription drugs in her blood.    

CBI Crime Scene personnel reviewed the scene photographs from the responding officers, the case
detective and the coroner’s office.  Agent ERICK BRYANT had a similar question about Ms.
MOORE’s arm position, but he didn’t see anything inconsistent with a suicidal hanging.  

TEXT MESSAGES:

The cell phone information from HOLLY MOORE’s phone was stored on a thumb drive and contained
thousands of entries of text messages, photographs and other phone usage records.  The records were
not in chronological order and the records were gone over item by item.  Ms. MOORE’s family wrote
investigators focused on a small sampling of text messages and concluded HOLLY committed suicide. 
It was important to me to get a broader representation of Ms. MOORE’s messages and behaviors via
her social media and phone usage.  Attached to this report is a spreadsheet of a representation of
messages placed chronologically, with photographs and screen shots taken by Ms. MOORE included in
the spreadsheet.  Intelligence Analyst TYSON MERTLICH, a temporary contract employee, completed
the timeline.  
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INTERVIEWS:

The CRPD conducted appropriate interviews with Ms. MOORE’s family and friends.  Included in the
case material were statements from Ms. MOORE’s friends indicating there may have been a history of
domestic violence incidents involving   and Ms. MOORE.  
CRPD Detective GIZZI interviewed ; for details of the interview please review Det.
GIZZI’s report and the audio recording of the interview. 

The status of  and Ms. MOORE’s relationship at the time of her death would be difficult
to gauge for someone unfamiliar with the individuals.  Ms. MOORE’s family refer to  as
her ex-boyfriend but, based on the statement of , the couple spent the weekend before
her death together.  They regularly communicated by text message although some of the messages
showed strains to the relationship.  In his interview with a CRPD detective,  said they
were together, but they weren’t together; trying to define the relationship between  and
Ms. MOORE is difficult.  Several people described the relationship as on-again, off-again.

I was provided with audio recordings of two interviews of  by a private investigator.  The
two interviews were conducted in June 2015.  In the first interview,  seemed cooperative
and responsive to all questions.  His answers were consistent with the answers he gave to Det. GIZZI. 

 said he never put his hands on Ms. MOORE.   said about two months prior
to her death, he found Ms. MOORE in her closet with a notepad writing what he described as a suicide
note.  She was locked in her bathroom cutting herself and he talked her down.  The note was written in
a black spiral notebook and Ms. MOORE’s family was aware of the note.  In correspondence, Mr.
MOORE said he had the note but because it was written prior to her death, it was not of relevance to
Ms. MOORE’s death.  

A second interview was conducted about three weeks later.   was more abrupt and
confrontational.  He initially said he wasn’t going to answer questions, but ended up responding to
several questions.  He had questions of the private investigator, saying nobody had told him the full
story of what happened with Ms. MOORE.

Det. GIZZI interviewed RAY MOORE in HOLLY’s apartment the day she was discovered.  Mr.
MOORE saw the names written in red ink on HOLLY’s leg and said they names were of people who
had hurt HOLLY.  Later, in documents present to me by Mr. MOORE, he states a document examiner
reports more than one person wrote the names on HOLLY’s leg.  A copy of the photograph is on the
attached spreadsheet.  It appears Ms. MOORE was sitting on her bathroom floor with a knife and the
pen next to her leg.

, a former friend of Ms. MOORE’s, was interviewed by a private investigator
hired by the MOORE family.   described  as very overbearing and said she
found him to be stand-offish and quiet.  She said she thought he was a violent person and didn’t trust
him from their first meeting.   recounted an incident where  pulled on a bar
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earring Ms. MOORE just had pierced, causing pain.   was kicked out of the car at the
time.  

 said she didn’t have any real information about Ms. MOORE’s roommate, 
.   said in her interactions with Ms. MOORE, she would get angry and say

things she shouldn’t say.   said the couple broke up and got back together a lot.  At one
point in their relationship, they talked about living together, but  was scheduled to deploy
with Army unit soon.  

 said Ms. MOORE talked about her life being worthless.   said she witnessed
a cutting episode with Ms. MOORE.  Ms. MOORE was in the bathroom for an extended period of
time.   and  got into the bathroom; Ms. MOORE had cut her wrists and thighs,
and bandaged them.   said she told Ms. MOORE she ( ) was “not ok” with
this.  

 said she was aware that .
.  The only matter taken before a judge was a hearing for a temporary restraining order to

become permanent.  The order showed  as the restrained party and APRIL MOORE as
the protected party.  RAY MOORE provided me a copy of the transcript of the hearing.  In the
transcript, .  No
further details or clarification came from the transcript.  I believe this is the reference  was
making.  

 said she wouldn’t be surprised to learn  had killed Ms. MOORE or to know
Ms. MOORE committed suicide.   said Ms. MOORE was a strong girl and couldn’t be
moved if she didn’t want to be moved.

 was also interviewed by the private investigator.   is the wife of
,  best friend.   said she went out with her friends

on Thursday night, the night Ms. MOORE died.  She said her husband, , and 
(  had separated from the Army, reportedly returned to New Jersey, and was

unavailable) were at her house when she left.  When she returned home,  was at the house
and she thought he was there all night.   had deployed and was unavailable to be
interviewed.   said  told her and her husband he ( ) had to
talk Ms. MOORE on occasion and she had made suicidal comments.   said Ms.
MOORE and  had been to her house in the past, and had spent the night.  

 didn’t have any knowledge of any domestic violence between the couple.  

WRITTEN STATEMENTS AT THE REQUEST OF THE MOORE FAMILY:

I was provided a written statement from .  She said on August 11, 2014, Ms.
MOORE was talking about taking “ ”, and  kicked Ms. MOORE out of 

apartment.  Ms. MOORE locked herself in the laundry room.   got into
the room and apparently Ms. MOORE was passed out.   revived her; Ms. MOORE was
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freaking out and  reportedly put his arm around her neck to try and get her to pass out
again.  Ms. MOORE was able to get free of  and left the apartment.  In interviews with

 he said he applied a sternum rub to Ms. MOORE and never put his arm around her neck.

 also completed a written statement.   said she was with HOLLY MOORE
when she received a call from .  The phone was on speaker phone mode and 
heard  say he was getting in trouble because one of his friends had told the base he hit
Ms. MOORE.  

Based on this statement, RAY MOORE contacted Army command personnel and, through elected
officials, a Congressional Inquiry was initiated on any active Army investigations involving 

.  On April 7 and April 9, 2015, in response to the inquiry, it was reported Fort Carson Police,
the Provost Marshal and Fort Carson Criminal Investigation Division (CID) had no reports, cases
initiated, journal entries, blotter entries or calls for service for  or Ms. MOORE.  On June
3, 2015, it was reported  notified his commanding officer (CO) of the death of Ms.
MOORE.  According to the letter,  told his CO Ms. MOORE’s , told .

HOLLY’s death was a suicide.  A second check of  on base records showed
there was still no report of any assault or domestic violence incidents involving .

CONCLUSION:

It is my opinion the Castle Rock Police Department completed a thorough investigation following
standard police practices.  Investigators from the 18th Judicial District Attorney’s Office also
completed a case review of the investigation and determined the investigation was “not deficient” and
did not recommend any further investigation to law enforcement. All case material provided by CRPD
was returned.

ATTACHMENTS:
1. Spreadsheet of phone records from HOLLY MOORE’s phone
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